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============================================================= 
Welcome to the English Academic Technology Bulletin. This publication originating from 
the English Department of the College of Humanities of the University of Puerto Rico, 
Rio Piedras communicates basic information regarding the use of technology in higher 
education. While the information is applicable to many levels and disciplines, it focuses 
particularly on the teaching of literature, communication, linguistics, and English as a 
Second Language, the fields in which the department offers courses. If you are 
interested in contributing content to the bulletin, please notify Dr. Alicia Pousada 
(alicia.pousada@upr.edu ), the bulletin editor. 
=========================================================== 
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Newbies Corner  
 
Checking links 
Unsafe links are everywhere in the Internet. They appear to be shortcuts to funny 
videos, astonishing news stories, incredible deals, or even “Like” buttons, but their real 
function is to steal your personal information or hijack your computer.  
 
If you want to be sure that a link you’re about to click on is safe, try these tips: 
 
1. Hover over the link. Just hold your cursor over the link without clicking. Look at the 
lower left corner of your computer screen, and you’ll see the destination (URL) of the 
link. If the URL doesn’t match what the link claims to be, don’t click on it. For example, if 
the link says: “Information about hybrid engines” but the URL says 
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http://www.rolexforless.com, then you know the link is unsafe and probably intended to 
sell you a fake Rolex or harvest your email or personal info for nefarious purposes. 
 
2. Use a link scanner 
Link scanners are websites and plug-ins that let you type in the URL of a suspicious link 
and check to see if it’s legitimate. Among the many free and trustworthy link scanners 
available is Urlvoid. 
 
3. Check out shortened links 
To scan the short links that often appear on Twitter and Facebook, use Sucuri. Sucuri 
automatically expands the short link and then determines if the real link is safe. 
 
4. Copy the link safely 
To use URLVoid and Sucuri, you need to paste in the dubious link. To do this safely 
without opening the link, just right-click the link to bring up a context menu, then click 
Copy shortcut (in Internet Explorer), Copy Link Location (in Firefox), or Copy Link 
Address (in Chrome). The URL is now copied, and you can paste it into any search box. 
 
[Source: 
http://www.pcworld.com/article/248963/how_to_tell_if_a_link_is_safe_without_clicking_
on_it.html#tk.nl_hox_h_cbstories ] 
 
 
Converting files 
If you receive a file from a friend and you don’t know how to open it, try 
Go2Convert.com. This site allows you to upload the file in question and convert it into a 
format you can use. Among the formats it works with are: .mp3, .wma, .ogg, .aac, .flac, 
.rm, ringtone .amr, .flac,  .jpg, .bmp, .gif, .tga, .png, .exr, .dpx, etc. You just select the 
file, upload it, choose one of the conversion formats, and click on Convert Now. The 
converted file will appear on the screen, and you click on Download to save it to your 
computer. 
 
Archiving Gmail messages 
Many academics have Gmail, and very quickly, the email starts to accumulate. You can 
archive older messages and speed up searches by using Gmail’s archive function. 
Enter Gmail, and in the search box type: in inbox before:yyyy/mm/dd (inserting the 
date before which you wish to archive messages. For example, if you wanted to archive 
all messages before January 1, 2011, type: in inbox before:2011/01/01. Click on the 
magnifying glass, and a list of all your messages prior to that date will appear. Click on 
the leftmost box with a checkmark that allows you to select all your messages. This only 
selects the messages on that page, so you then have to click on the link that says: 
“Select all messages that match this search” to select all the messages in the list. Click 
on the next box labeled Archive and then OK. Once the archiving is done, these 
messages will no longer appear in the Inbox, but you can find them any time in the All 
mailbox. 
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Blocking websites in Google searches 
You can block unhelpful websites that keep appearing in your Google search results in 
the following manner. Click on a link in Google's search results and then use the Back 
button in your browser to return to the search results. A "Block" link will appear which 
you can click to remove that site from future searches.  
 
File erasers 
If you give your computer away, it’s vital to remove all your data from it. Simply deleting 
the files does not do the trick. It only deletes the reference to the file. With easy-to-
obtain recovery software, a stranger can retrieve all the info you deleted, including your 
social security number, bank account number, passwords, sensitive work data, etc. 
Fortunately, there are free downloadable programs that write over your data with 
random numbers or letters, making it extremely difficult to recover. Some of the best 
are: Eraser (http://eraser.heidi.ie/trac/ ), Darik’s Boot and Nuke (http://www.dban.org/ ), 
and Active @KillDisk (http://how-to-erase-hard-drive.com/ ). 
 
[Please note that the only 100% reliable method to protect your data is to remove your 
hard disk and then destroy it with a hammer or a drill.] 
 
What to do with old computers 
When you buy a new computer, you are left with the dilemma of what to do with the old 
one. There are various options. You can donate your equipment to a school, community 
organization, or library. You can pass it on to a needy student or relative. Some 
computer companies give you a rebate if you return used equipment or trade it in when 
you make your new purchase. If you have an Apple product, you can check out 
recycling services like Gazelle (http://www.gazelle.com ) to get some money back. Do 
not under any circumstances toss your old computer into the garbage. Computers 
contain chemical elements that are noxious to the environment. They need to be 
disposed of responsibly. 
 
 
Google search strings 
To speed up Google searches, try typing these advanced search strings into the Google 
search bar: 
 

• To check flight status: type airline and flight number  

• To check weather when traveling: type weather and destination  

• To check movie times: type movies and zip code  

• To check specific movie: type movie title and zip code 

• To check USPS, UPS, or FedEx packages: type tracking number 

• To check Vehicle ID: type VIN number 

• To check product ID: type UPC number 

• To check definition of word: type define: in front of word 

• To check unit conversion: type number of original units and then units you wish 
to convert into (e.g. 66 kilograms in pounds or 45 dollars in euros) 
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Bookmarking webpages 
For a quick way to bookmark a webpage in Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera, 
or Safari, just press Ctrl + D. Your bookmark folder opens, and your bookmark is saved. 
 
========================================== 
 
Using technology in the classroom  
 
Why integrate technology into the curriculum? 
Edutopia has a marvelous website that thoroughly explains the reasons for integrating 
technology into education. Go to: http://www.edutopia.org/technology-integration-
introduction . Watch an introductory video on the subject at: 
http://www.edutopia.org/technology-integration-introduction-video . An in-depth video 
about how Harrison Central High School in Gulfport, Mississippi is available at: 
http://www.edutopia.org/harrison-high-school-technology-integration-video  
 
============================== 
 
Windows tips  
 
Using Shift + right click 
In a previous bulletin, we talked about using right-click on your mouse to access a 
number of functions. However, right-clicking a folder, file, or program while pressing 
Shift opens yet another menu that allows you to do a lot of useful things, including: 
 

• Open Command Window Here:  open a terminal window with your command line 
set to that location. 

 

• Copy as Path: copy the file path of the item to your clipboard, handy if you’re 
working with file URLs. 

 

• Show Windows Side by Side: you get the options to view all your open 
documents all at once. 

 
================================ 
 
Mac Nuggets  
 
Useful apps for use with OSX 
 
Fantastical - a new way to access your calendar from the menu bar. Go to: 
http://flexibits.com/fantastical?pk_campaign=bsa&pk_kwd=macosxtips-sb4  
 
MacKeeper - combines several utilities to keep your Mac in good shape. Go to: 
http://mackeeperapp.zeobit.com/paramss=sbbYl6/htq2elZidr5ja39CYztfd0Nfa6dDR2o/T
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3pHa17Tc4sepwbXf6tTDlKuX2ZiTpaqe0c3nzdbT1cjE4t/C0pHNu8rX1M+hmZXkqpuilA=
=&trt=5  
 
DropKey – lets you send encrypted files with no need for passwords. Go to: 
http://www.wellredapps.com/products/dropkey/index.html?utm_source=%20Mac%20OS
%20X%20Tips&utm_medium=125banner&utm_campaign=Mac%2BOS%2BX%2BTips
%2BQ2%2B2012   
 
Justcloud.com – a free service for storing files in the cloud for easy access from any 
device. Go to: http://track.justcloud.com/?hash=e2e12c83&tid=macosxtips-01  
 
 
Preserving formatting when copying & pasting 
 
There’s nothing more frustrating that doing a copy-paste and having your formatting 
destroyed. Fortunately, there is a global keyboard shortcut for Macs called “Paste and 
Match Style” which functions in almost all OS X applications. Highlight the text you want 
to copy and paste. Then just hit Command-Option-Shift-V, and your copied text will now 
match the rest of your text.  
 
If the keyboard shortcut is too awkward for you, remember that you can create or 
change any keyboard shortcut by opening the Keyboard & Mouse preference pane in 
your System Preferences and clicking on the Keyboard Shortcuts tab. Click the little 
plus (+) sign, select the application you want to assign a shortcut to from the drop-down 
menu, and then enter the exact name of the menu bar item you want to execute. Then 
just pick your keyboard shortcut, click Add, and you've successfully added a new 
shortcut to your Mac. When you open the app, the shortcut is visible next to the item so 
you’ll remember it with no trouble. 
 

 
Source: http://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/feature/The-IT-Guy-Mac-vs-PC 
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Shortcuts for using Skype 
Lots of folks love Skype but aren’t aware of the keyboard shortcuts that can make using 
it more fun and more productive. Here are the Mac shortcuts. 
 

 
 
Source: Makeuseof.com 
================================ 
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Useful sites and downloads 
 
Edgar Allan Poe Museum 
Visit the Edgar Allan Poe Museum in Richmond's Old Stone House. They have 
interactive virtual tours and multiple audio tours with many links to Poe's life, selected 
works, museum exhibits, personal possessions, and historical documents. The website 
features a database of the museum's collection. Teacher and Student links lead to 
excellent resources and activities. Go to: 
http://cl.s4.exct.net/?qs=5df794a8014d21b9e9d7a727c23e2d26d02bcfc38cacd51b28b1
c749d6145a92 . 

Open Yale courses 
This site provides free videos of lectures originally intended for Yale undergrads. Each 
video is about an hour long, and you can consult the syllabus to supplement the 
discussions with outside readings and problems. There are courses from a wide range 
of departments. Among the English courses offered are: Milton, The American Novel 
since 1945, Introduction to Theory of Literature, and Modern Poetry. Go to: 
www.oyc/yale.edu . 

Dealing with large classes 
Large classes are becoming part of education at all levels. Here are some tips on how 
to manage large groups of students effectively. Go to: 
http://www.schreyerinstitute.psu.edu/Tools/Large/  

Using online pictorial sources to teach ESL 
Pictolang© is an online resources that teaches language and cultural content through 
authentic images. It features four games which are generated dynamically. These are: 
Visual Word Trainer (flash cards to train students in word–image recognition), Analyst 
Game (students identify the culture from which an image comes), Word Match Game 
(students match an image to a variety of linguistic forms), and Picture Match Game 
(students match a word with its appropriate visual counterpart). The resources can be 
used for a wide variety of languages since users select at the outset of each game 
which language and settings they wish to work on. To access the games, go to: 
http://www.pictolang.com/ . 

Google Cultural Institute 
The Google Cultural Institute provides visually rich and interactive online sources for 
telling cultural stories in new ways. It points users to exhibits, artifacts, photographs, 
original manuscripts, videos, etc. It presents thousands of works of art via the Art 
Project, illustrates the wonders of the world through the World Wonders Project, and 
showcases the Dead Sea Scrolls. The site makes a great way to practice English 
literacy skills as well as a tremendous source of content for oral presentations. Go to: 
http://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/?THEBIGDEALBOOK=634879174246107500#!
home:page=1  
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================================ 
 
Cyberhumor 
 
Comic computer definitions 
 

• Clicklexia, n.: A disorder often suffered by novice computer users in which they 
have a tendency to double-click on items which only require one click, often 
resulting in two items opening instead of just one. 

• Computer, n.: A device that lets you make more mistakes faster than any other 
invention, with the possible exceptions of handguns and Tequila.  Also, An 
electronic time-saving device commonly used for time-wasting activities.  

• Computer bug, n.: A son of a glitch. 

• Computer manual, n.: Object that raises the monitor to eye level. Also used to 
compensate for that short table leg. 

• Hardware, n.: The parts of a computer system that can be kicked. 

• Keyboard, n.: An instrument used for entering errors into a system 

• Password, n.: Series of letters and numbers written on a post-it note and stuck 
on a monitor 

• Programmer, n.: A red-eyed, mumbling mammal capable of conversing with 
inanimate objects. Also, a tool for converting caffeine into code. 

• SQWERTY, n.: Computer keyboard sized down for use by children. 

• Upgrade, v.: Take old bugs out, put new ones in. 
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Conversation between Steve Jobs and Bill Gates 
 
 

 
 
Gates:  So Steve, how is it up in heaven? 
Jobs:  Perfect, we have no walls or fences. 
Gates:  So? What good is that? 
Jobs:   We don’t need any windows or gates. 
 
 
Thought-provoking quotes regarding computers 
  
"The only problem with the cloud is that at some point it will 
rain." -- Reinhard Posch, CIO for the Austrian Federal Government at EIC 
    
 
"The most likely way for the world to be destroyed, most experts agree, 
is by accident. That's where we come in; we're computer professionals. 
We cause accidents."        -- Nathaniel Borenstein, co-creator of MIME 
 
 
Macs are for those who don't want to know why their computer works. 
Linux is for those who want to know why their computer works. 
DOS is for those who want to know why their computer doesn't work. 
Windows is for those who don't want to know why their computer doesn't work. 
 
    
Treat your password like your toothbrush.  Don't let anybody else use it, 
and get a new one every six months.  ~Clifford Stoll 
 
 
Passwords are like underwear.  You don't share them, 
you don't hang them on your monitor or under your keyboard, 
you don't email them, or put them on a web site, 
and you must change them very often. 
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And, of course, the most significant quote of all, believed by all students and some 
professors: 

 
IN GOOGLIS NON EST, ERGO NON EST.  (If it’s not in Google, it 

doesn’t exist.) 

 
 
 
========================= 
If you enjoyed this issue and would like to share your comments, please write to Alicia 
Pousada at alicia.pousada@upr.edu  
 


